
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 22/017 

ADVERTISER Turners Group NZ Ltd  

ADVERTISEMENT Turners, Television 

DATE OF MEETING 25 January 2022 

OUTCOME No Grounds to Proceed 

 
 
Advertisement:  The Turners advertisement features Tina from Turners. She encourages 
people to see her at Turners if they are thinking of selling their vehicle. Or, she says, they 
could sell it privately to someone "who then knows where you live". She then pulls back the 
curtain behind her to reveal a man standing outside, looking through the window. 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
Complaint 1: I believe this ad breaches rule 1c decency and offensiveness rule 1g fear and 
distress , by implying that people who come to your house to buy something will come back 
and get you. It’s trying to instill fear. 
 
Complaint 2: The advert uses the threat of disclosure of personal information (home 
address) during a care sale that could be avoided by using their services This uses fear as 
selling factor unnecessarily. 
 
The relevant provisions were Advertising Standards Code - Principle 1, Rule 1(c), 
Rule 1(g);  
 

Principle 1: Social Responsibility: Advertisements must be prepared and placed 
with a due sense of social responsibility to consumers and to society. 
 
Rule 1(c) Decency and Offensiveness: Advertisements must not contain anything 
that is indecent, or exploitative, or degrading, or likely to cause harm, or serious or 
widespread offence, or give rise to hostility, contempt, abuse or ridicule. 
 
Rule 1(g) Fear and distress: Advertisements must not cause fear or distress without 
justification. 

 
The Chair noted the Complainants were concerned that the advertisement played on fear 
unnecessarily.  
  
The Chair reviewed the advertisement and said the likely consumer take-out was selling a 
vehicle through Turners means you do not have to disclose personal information, such as 
your home address, to potential buyers. The Chair affirmed this was a legitimate point of 
difference for Turners. She considered that for some consumers, personal privacy could be 
a strong factor in choosing to sell a vehicle through Turners instead of privately where 
buyers can come to the seller’s home to test drive or pick-up the vehicle.  
 
Further, the Chair said the exaggerated appearance of the “stalker” and timing of his reveal 
played into a level of humour of the advertisement. The man has a bowl haircut and is 
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wearing a foam neck brace and full beige outfit. She said it was unlikely most consumers 
would be frightened or distressed by this representation. 
 
The Chair confirmed the advertisement had been prepared with a due sense of social 
responsibility and was not in breach of Principle 1, Rule 1 (c) or Rule 1 (g) of the Advertising 
Standards Code. 
 
The Chair ruled that there were no grounds to proceed with the complaint. 
 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint No Grounds to Proceed 
 

 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all decisions are 
able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on our Appeal process is on 
our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in writing with notification of the intent to 
appeal lodged within 14 calendar days of receipt of the written decision.  The substantive 
appeal application must be lodged with the ASA within 21 calendar days of receipt of the 
written decision. 


